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[T] QP1. Changing topics now, we have some questions about air travel.
First, we'd like an idea of how often you travel by air. Thinking over the past 5 years, approximately how
many flights have you taken?
No flights in the past 5 years
One or two flights
Three to five
Six to 10
More than 10 flights in the past 5 years

QP2. Most airlines have policies allowing certain pets to travel in the passenger cabin with their owners.
Typically, these policies involve charging an extra fee and a requirement that the pet be small enough to
fit in a carrier under the seat in front of the passenger. What are your views on this? Would you say …
[RANDOMIZE]
Pets should be allowed in the passenger cabin
Pets should NOT be allowed in the passenger cabin
[ANCHORED]Not sure/Can’t say

[EXCLUDE THOSE WHO SAY NO PETS ALLOWED AT Q2]
QP3a. Thinking about this another way, would you say you support or oppose allowing each of the
following to fly in the passenger cabin?
[ROWS – KEEP THIS ORDER]
A small pet in a carrier (such as a cat, dog, rabbit etc.) that fits under the owner’s seat
A small pet that sits in the open on its owner’s lap
A larger animal (e.g. a bigger dog) that sits in its own seat purchased by its owner
[COLUMNS]
Oppose strongly
Oppose moderately
Support moderately
Support strongly
Not sure/Can’t say

[ASK THOSE WHO SAY NO PETS ALLOWED AT Q2]
QP3b. Which of the following would you say is your main reason for saying pets should not be allowed
in the passenger cabin? (If you have more than one reason for feeling this way, please choose the one
you find most important in informing this perspective.)

[RANDOMIZE]
Allergies
Cleanliness/Hygiene
Noise (e.g. barking)
Smell
Something else (please specify): ___________________

QP4. Have you ever flown – or been prohibited from flying – with:
[ROWS – THIS ORDER]
A Dog
A Cat
Another animal
[COLUMNS]
Flown with
Wanted to, but couldn’t to fly with
No, never

[ASK THOSE WHO HAVE FLOWN WITH AN ANIMAL]
QP5. When you flew with your animal as indicated, did the animal fly:
In the cabin with you
In another area of the plane, away from the cabin

QP6. Do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?
[ROWS – RANDOMIZE]
People abuse the definition of a ‘service animal’ these days, in order to get larger animals into the
passenger cabin
People who want to take their pets on vacation should pick destinations within driving distance
I’m okay with sitting near an animal when I’m flying
Airlines do a good job balancing the needs of pet owners and passengers allergic to animals
[COLUMNS]
Disagree strongly
Disagree moderately
Agree moderately
Agree strongly
Not sure/Can’t say

